COAST TO COAST
CULTURAL CONNECTIONS FROM AL ANDALUS TO LOS ANGELES
with Ronnie Malley & Omar Offendum

Syrian-American Rapper and Poet Omar Offendum & Palestinian American Multi-Instrumentalist maestro Ronnie Malley weave stories of the past, present and future as they trace the influence of Al Andalus and Arabic-speaking peoples on music and culture from New York City’s Little Syria to the birth of California Surf Rock.

An unmissable virtual Zoom celebration to kickoff the Summer Institute for Teachers 2021! ALL ARE WELCOME!

Sunday June 20th, 2021
7:00 - 8:30 pm EDT


Yale MACMILLAN CENTER
Council on Middle East Studies

The Middle East in America
Expect the Unexpected
Summer Institute for Teachers 2021
Sunday June 20 to Thursday June 24

Funded by a Title VI grant from the US Department of Education